Activists Protest UC Investment

Chanting and shouting students carry flags and signs during a march from Cheadle Hall to the UCen and back. They protested the University Regents' vote against Resolution 17.

■ SFT Demands that Yang Address Board of Regents

BY ANGELA POTTER Staff Writer

Community members and Students for a Free Tibet protested the University of California Board of Regents' investment in BP Amoco on Tuesday, chanting, "UC Regents, you can't hide, we charge you with genocide!"

Currently, the regents have invested approximately $300 million, or 6 million shares, in BP Amoco, the third-largest petroleum company in the world. BP Amoco is linked to PetroChina Oil, an organization accused of both environmental and human rights abuses in Tibet.

On April 19, at BP Amoco's Annual General Meeting, DeWitt F. Bowman, the regents' treasurer, voted against Resolution 17, which called for BP Amoco to divest its $578 million share of PetroChina Oil. Approximately 50

Writer Speaks About Racism, Literature for Annual Lecture

BY SCOTT DAVIS Reporter

Making a political impact with a fictional book is difficult, but for Walter Mosley, a Jewish African-American detective fiction writer, racism and politics go hand in hand in his work.

Mosley spoke Monday night about racism in society and literature, in the 38th Annual Edwin and Jean Corle Memorial Lecture, which has previously featured writers like Ray Bradbury. Mosley read selections of his work and spoke about racism and his ideas on political writing. Mosley is best known for his Easy Rawlins mystery series, part of which was adapted into the Denzel Washington film "Devil in a Blue Dress."

"When I was first asked to come here and do this reading, my first impulse was to say, 'no,'" he said. "It was also my second, my third and my fourth impulse."

Lectures, Mosley said, are difficult because they seem artificial.

"When you give a talk you have to be first entertaining, then enlightening, then engaging — and all at the same time telling the truth," he said. "I decided finally and said, 'yes.' I love Santa Barbara and I like getting close to Isla Vista. When I was young they kept burning down the bank. Ideally they kept rebuilding it."

"To my understanding it's almost impossible to write a piece about the contemporary world and not include certain political and sociological elements."

-Walter Mosley, detective fiction writer

To my understanding it's almost impossible to write a piece about the contemporary world and not include certain political and sociological elements.

-Mosley said expertise in politics does not matter, said that everyone is entitled to an opinion.

"I'm not an expert on America, on economy or about race or history," he said. "But what I am in a person who wants to understand. We all should be." Mosley read three selections of his books like Sigmund Freud's Interpretation of Dreams or Adolf Hitler's Mein Kampf. Authors use fiction to be more blunt with their statements, but Mosley said this is not as effective as non-fiction.

"When I say politics and writing..." The most important issue is that in the Channel 17 rulebook, you can not program to have censorship, but they have completely retracted that statement," Shields said.

David Edelman, station manager and director for public affairs at Cox Communications, said the decision not to air the episode to the network in order to ensure compliance with FCC standards.

See IVTV, p.8

Channel 17 Stalls 'IVTV' Airing Due to 'Obscene' Fellatio in New Episode

An 'IVTV' episode originally scheduled to air May 9, and postponed after Channel 17 questioned its graphic nature, will be broadcast this evening.

Concerns over possible "obscene" content of the show compelled Cox Communications, which provides the studio for the public-access channel Com-17, to keep the episode off the air until further review. The episode, which shows a woman fellating a man dressed as a priest, was not shown because the network felt the content could be categorized as obscene, violating Federal Communications Commission standards.

After examination by their lawyers, Cox Communications executives decided to allow the episode to air tonight at 10:30 on Channel 17. "IVTV" creators Sevan Maroseian and Greg Shields said placing restrictions on the show's content violates the public-access channel's guidelines, which state, "It is the intent to afford the opportunity for all members to produce programming without fear of censorship; however, if a program could be interpreted as obscene, the program may be scheduled after 10 p.m.

"The most important issue is that in the Channel 17 rulebook, you can not program to have censorship, but they have completely retracted that statement," Shields said.

David Edelman, station manager and director for public affairs at Cox Communications, said the decision not to air the episode to the network in order to ensure compliance with FCC standards.

See IVTV, p.8
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Package Wrapping 101

Sophomore psychology major Nancy Jones demonstrates condom application techniques at the Annual Safe Sex Fair on Tuesday afternoon in Storke Plaza.
Republican Senator Threatens to Defect

WASHINGTON (AP) — President George W. Bush and Vice President Dick Cheney worked urgently Tuesday to prevent veteran senator Jim Jeffords from leaving the Republican party and delivering control of the Senate to the Democrats.

“I am considering a lot of things,” said the Vermont senator. “I will be making an announcement tomorrow in Washington.”

Jeffords, a committee chairman who frequently crosses party lines on high-profile issues, has had strained relations with the White House.

Officials said he met during the day first with Cheney and then with Bush at the White House. Senior Republican officials said or to become an independent could have profound implications for both the Senate, currently divided 50-50 along party lines, as well as for Bush’s legislative agenda. The party with a majority controls the flow of legislation on the Senate floor and on the Senate floor, and holds all the committee chairmanships.

“I very much want him to stay. I expect that he will stay,” said Senate GOP Whip Don Nickles. “He’s a very, very valuable member of our caucus. I hope and expect he will stay in our caucus.”

One congressional Republican who has talked with Jeffords in recent days said the Vermont lawmaker was pondering the declining numbers and influence of moderate Republicans in recent years. “That’s what’s on his mind right now,” said the Republican, who spoke on condition of anonymity.

Jeffords appears to have enormous influence in the current Senate. In addition to his chairmanship of the committee with jurisdiction over health and education legislation, Bush is said to be on the Senate Finance Committee, with its sway over tax and trade policy.

As a Republican who sometimes votes with Democrats, he also is said to be in position to exert leverage on the White House and GOP leadership.

One option open to Jeffords is to become an independent, although he has given no public indication he is considering beyond that statement he was “considering a lot of things.”

Democratic sources, speaking on condition of anonymity, said he had been discussing Jeffords in recent weeks, including the thinking of someone that he would receive a committee chairmanship, possibly the one he currently holds.

Asked about his plans, Jeffords said, “Lots of people are trying to get me to do different things.”
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Students and community members began chanting outside Cheadle Hall Tuesday around 11 a.m. to protest the vote. The protesters then went inside Cheadle Hall, to Chancellor Henry Yang's office to voice their demands.

After listening to protesters' demands, Yang told the protesters he would bring their demands to the regents before the next meeting, which is in two months.

"I will communicate this with the regents," Yang said. "I understand that this is a very important issue. I was at the regents' meeting last week, but we were very busy with the repeal of SP-1 and SP-2."

Past groups have been successful in their attempts to influence the regents' financial decisions. Last November, the board considered placing 15.9 percent of its $52.9 billion in investment assets into the Russell 3000 index — a collection of stocks that includes six tobacco companies.

The regents decided not to invest in the index after receiving a host of letters from public health and campus groups protesting the proposed investment in tobacco companies.

Students for a Free Tibet organized yesterday's protest. Daniel Gross, the president and co-founder of SFT, said students should be concerned because the regents are investing student money.

"We will not let Tibet be exploited in our name and with our money," Gross said. "If the voice of the students comes together, the regents will have to listen.

"We came here today to make sure the representatives to the regents on our campus know that we won't stand for this," Gross continued.

See TIBET, p.10
After being elected to become the next Associated Students president, I expected the media to start calling so that they could misquote me. However, I did not expect it to happen multiple times before I was even sworn into office.

The Nexus printed an article by Stephanie Tavers (Daily Nexus, "Gaucho Gridiron: Play, Punt or Pass," May 8) containing information that was very incorrect about my stance on football and my plans for what I will do in office. Then, to top themselves, Nexus columnist Steven Ruszczycky read their bad article and screwed up the truth even further in an Opinion column (Daily Nexus, "A.S. President-Elect Indulges in Costly Pipe Dreams," May 14). But it doesn’t end there. Next, the Nexus refused to print my article until I made a couple of corrections because my article was not 100 percent correct (this concept will be very funny if you continue reading). I hadn’t detailed their mistakes. So this is my corrected version of the truth. This will be the first of what could be many letters to tell the students of UCSB the actual truth as opposed to what the Nexus thinks will make good news.

I will start with the mistakes from the Nexus article (skip this if you don’t want to read about corrections):

1) "Hampton is working back Gauchos football, as stated in his campaign platform." I have not done anything other than correct people that believe I have actually started working toward the football program, and it was not in my campaign platform.

2) "Hampton supported re-establishing football after the fracturing Lambda Chi Alpha collected 4,200 signatures..." I didn’t support anything; I simply took an interest, collected information and spoke with the involved parties about the issue.

3) "After Hampton proposed the plan to the athletic department..." Members of the Alumni Association and Lambda Chi Alpha proposed the plan to the athletic department and to me. It was never MY plan! At this point there are repeated mistakes where the idea for football is made to sound like it was my idea.

The Opinion article by Ruszczycky that followed contained recurring errors because all of the author’s knowledge came from the Nexus article, which was incorrect four of the six times my name was used.

So, for those of you interested in the president’s agenda, here is how it proceeded to occur. I have reviewed a proposal by a group of alumni that details how UCSB can create a successful football program without enormous costs to the students. While I have spoken with the people behind the plan, it is not a part of my creation or personal project. I am skeptical of the idea because I have major qualms with him; he just made the mistake of believing my article was not 100 percent correct (this concept will be very funny if you continue reading). I hadn’t detailed their mistakes. So this is my corrected version of the truth. This will be the first of what could be many letters to tell the students of UCSB the actual truth as opposed to what the Nexus thinks will make good news.
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So, for those of you interested in the president’s agenda, here is how it proceeded to occur. I have reviewed a proposal by a group of alumni that details how UCSB can create a successful football program without enormous costs to the students. While I have spoken with the people behind the plan, it is not a part of my creation or personal project. I am skeptical of the idea because I have major qualms with him; he just made the mistake of believing my article was not 100 percent correct (this concept will be very funny if you continue reading). I hadn’t detailed their mistakes. So this is my corrected version of the truth. This will be the first of what could be many letters to tell the students of UCSB the actual truth as opposed to what the Nexus thinks will make good news.

Brian Hampton is the Associated Students president-elect and president of the Gaucho Louers.

Letters to the editor MUST include the author’s full name, phone number, year and major.

It doesn’t eliminate the Opinion section.
Opinion
A Knight's Tale: A Few Parting Stabs From an Outgoing Senior
JOSEPH MILBURY

Joke: What is worse than an alcoholic? A Gauchoholic! What is worse than a Gauchoholic? A Gauchoholic as Associated Students president! What is worse than a Gauchoholic as A.S. president? A Gauchoholic as A.S. president AND the rest of A.S. being Gauchoholics too!

So my time is up at UCSB and I'm tired of this school, tired of everyone here, tired of you. When I leave SB this year I don't want to say, "Man, Joe, you really should have hung out with so and so" and/or "I miss this place." Instead I want to say, "Good idea on leaving I.V. Joe" and/or "I miss this place!" and/or "I feared for my life and now I don't ever want to go back." The smokes are gone, the keg, and now you don't know what to do with them. Fire off, if your beau calls during "The Simpsons," ditch 'em quicker than soiled underwear. I've never heard of an emergency
cadillacs" in the "racism lite" hall of fame.
The one by Luke Heyerman in the port the racist construction of "color blindness," such as You
You and duel with broadswords while their
Department courtyard, men put on armor
get to be Edwin the Dragon Slayer!) and
(the only confirmed days) in the Music
speak olde English, get badass names (I
studies, baby! You get to learn chivalry,
really the same language. But medieval
executions. Communication (enough
involved some form of perfor­
mance art that included public
end up homeless (and not teach­
down to a standstill. English and
psychology is sociology slowed
Business is boring (although a
bad porno moneyshot.
my legacy all over your face like a
go back." The smokes are gone,
all my wisdom to you all and leave
life and now I don't ever want to
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Luke seems intent on denying the institutional nature
of racism. He has been built into the laws of this nation
until only recently. If he had been paying attention in
school he might have noticed that.
What Luke is really bleating about is the possibility
that some unnamed white person may lose an opportu­
nity for those we have wronged over the centuries. I am
not necessary, but whites must actively fight continued
racism refuse to acknowledge this reality. White guilt is
that some unnamed white person may lose an opportu­
school he might have noticed that.
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Dean's Honors List

Aaron Ettenberg, Acting Provost of the College of Letters and Science, and Alan J. Wyner, Dean of Undergraduate Studies, are pleased to announce that the following undergraduate students received Dean's Honors for their outstanding academic performance in winter 2001.

Receipt of Dean's Honors will be noted on each student's transcript and on a certificate which each student will receive at the end of this academic year.

The criteria for this award include completion of 12 or more letter-graded units with a quarter grade point average of at least 3.75. (See the General Catalog for additional details.)
2001-2002 UCSB CHEER TRYOUTS

May 25 - 27
Rob Gym
Friday, 6:00pm

All interested students MUST call Patsy at 685-1039 before May 25 or you will not be allowed to tryout.

Travel to exotic locations! Meet new friends! Be the star in front of 6,000 people! Gain valuable performance experiences.

Still searching for a place to live next year? Perhaps we can help!

Leases starting in June and September

We have one and two bedroom apartments available at the following addresses:

776 Camino Del Sur
800 Embarcadero Del Mar
829 Embarcadero Del Mar
6503 Pardall
6506 Sabado Yarde
6510 Madrid
6514 Sabado Yarde
6545 Piccaso
6575 Segovia
6577 El Colegio (West Winds)
6657 El Colegio (West Winds)
6694 Picasso
6695 Picasso
6696 Picasso

Ronald L. Wolfe & Associates Incorporated
Tel: (805) 964-6770 Fax: (805) 964-6770 WWW.RLWA.COM Mail@RLWA.com

MOST UCSC students have 0-4 drinks when they party*

1 drink = 12 oz. beer or 4-5 oz. wine or 1 oz. liquor

Over 3,000 UCSC Students DON'T DRINK AT ALL!

*Based on survey data collected by Student Health in 1999 from UCSC students in a randomly selected mailing.

For more information, call 893-2630.

IVTV

Continued from p.1

"We took it off the air as a temporary move to have our attorneys look at the content to see whether it was obscene according to the Federal Communications Commission’s definition of obscenity," he said. "They definitely said the content was indecent, but not obscene. We'll definitely be putting it back on the air." Matossian said Cox Communications’ action contradicts the mission of public-access television. "Ninety-nine percent of the time they are straight up with us." [Com-17] told us that you guys can air anything once," he said. "Anywhere else you would see a priest with a dildo hanging out of his pants, the whole community would see it as blasphemous, as sacrilegious, but when people in I.V. see it, it's a small token of a rebellious act. The checks and balances were here." Matossian said while "IVTV"’s content is only a reflection of I.V. occurrences — more claims of obscenity are not unlikely. "As long as people in I.V. are doing things that are not ‘socially acceptable’, it will be questioned by other people," he said.

"Our show has been dealing with claims of obscenity since they saw this Halloween episode where they thought [a fake penis] was really a penis and it wasn’t, so the cable lawyers saw it and let it go."

Matossian said the cameras do not incite indecent activity around the community, but accurately reflect I.V. occurrences. "For every one person that acts up for the camera three people will stay away," he said. "We are not there filming and trying to have a good time in a relaxed setting. We are just showing parts of I.V. and keeping it real."

BECAUSE THERE ARE MANY FACES OF EVIL

Monday is a Holiday!

Advertising Deadlines for the Nexus:

For the issue of Tuesday, May 29: DEADLINE: 12 NOON
Thursday, May 24

For the issue of Wed., May 30: 5 pm
Thursday, May 24
MOSELY
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his work to demonstrate
how he used fiction to
address issues of male
rape, the early migration of
African-Americans into
the cities and how racism
skews judgment.
"My character [Easy
Rawlins] is tied to a fami­
ly," Mosley said, "and I
started to write a more
social-political kind of
writing in which my char­
acter is tied solemnly to
that and he has to deal
with that role. That is part
of a movement away from
the old type of writing,
and I think it's a natural
movement, since the old
detective is less interest­
ing.
Black people know
how to struggle
with oppression....
That's what we've
done ever since
we've been on this
continent.
— Walter Mosley
detective fiction
write
and less relevant today." Mosley said although
race is not the most
important issue of today,
there is much to be learned
from African-Americans.
"Black people know
how to struggle with
oppression," he said.
"That's what we've done
ever since we've been on
this continent."
Some audience mem­
bers said they agreed with
Mosley’s political views
and expressed a desire to
know more about his
writing.
"I wanted to see the
people behind his charac­
ters," sophomore English
and linguistics major Anja
Mrilainen said.

The Daily Nexus
It's what
all the
cool kids
read when
they bitch
about the
squares.

CHINESE RESTAURANT
MANDARIN, SZECHUAN, HUNAN CUISINE
FREE DELIVERY after 5 pm
with $10 Minimum Order

Free Eggrolls and Wontons
with $15.00 food order

KUNG PAO!

GRADUATION!
Woody's Does Parties!

GRADUATION PARTY PAKS
BBQ CHICKEN & BBQ RIBS
CAESAR SALAD, POTATO SALAD
& COWBOY BEANS $10.45
with Rolls and Butter
Party Pak includes plates, napkins,
utensils and condiments
Chicken & Fix Tmp $11.95 per person

OPTIONS
* Appetizers, Desserts, Beverages
* Theme Parties & Entertainment
* Custom Party Pak, Too!

CALL 967.3775

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
SUN - THURS 11:00 AM - 9:30 PM
FRI & SAT 11:00 AM - 10:00 PM

6510 Pardall Rd., B & C, Goleta, CA 93117
(805) 968 - 9383 (805) 968 - 9766
ATTORNEY
DUI-MIP-DMV
ALL ARRESTS
Absolute Privacy • 34+ Years Experience, Ex-Dep. D.A.
RONALD CARPIL
800-800-2397
24 HRS. FREE CONSULTATION

SILVER GREENS
SILVERGREENS
FOOD FOR THE ACTIVE

OPEN FACED BREAKFAST SANDWICH
Toasted homemade bread topped with fresh eggs, choose bacon, ham, green leaf lettuce and two eggs. Served with seasonings. Add bacon, ham, grilled ham or fresh grilled chicken sauce.

THE DAILY NEXUS
Today's Birthday (May 23). You have energy, brains and a good heart. You are an Olympic material, but will you win? Can you play by the rules? Can you do what it takes? If so, go for the gold.

Cute. Cute in a Stupid Ass Way

FIGHT POLLUTION
CLEAN UP GOVERNMENT
PROJECT CIVIL TS
SERVE THE COMMUNITY
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Indiana Bay Spa Student Discounts
FACIL 545
BRAZILIAN BLOW OUT
TANNING 81
BRY WAX 10
Make-up, $45-705-529
142 E Valley Blvd.

MISSOURIANS
ENHANCE YOUR PHOTOS ON CAMFAX and other Mali-

STUDY.BUY.COM

Online Discounts
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"Auto Repair"
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Santa Barbara Finishes Strong Year in WWLL Playoffs

UCSB Women's Lacrosse Season in Review

BY CLANCY ROBERTS
Staff Writer

The UCSB women's lacrosse club team confronted a task this year that few teams ever have to face. Santa Barbara was, however, able to achieve its season-long goal of making the playoffs, and accomplished a number of feats on its journey to a 4-6 record.

The Gauchos' sub-par record, however, was an indication of the challenges the team faced. Following the 1999-2000 season, the team made a collective decision not to have any coaches affiliated with the management of the program. Instead, they would have a trio of captains heading up the squad, all sharing in the administrative and practice-planning duties necessary to run the team. The Santa Barbara captains found out how overwhelming these duties could be from the start of the season.

"We really didn't realize how much work it would be," junior co-captain Amanda Nelson said of her obligations.

Besides the numerous duties involved in making a team run smoothly, at times it was difficult for the captains to assume a coaching role, considering they were also players on the team.

"It was hard to be a disciplinarian with people who are your peers," senior co-captain Melissa Lum said. "From the coaching perspective, it was hard during games to figure out the team's problems. It's difficult to make adjustments when you are on the field because you don't see what you would see off it."

Though UCSB finished under .500, many of the squad's losses were close. Four of Santa Barbara's six defeats were decided by merely one goal, earning them the title "One-goal Wonders" by senior Amber Pape. Nearly all of the games were Gaucocomebacks that fell just a little short.

"If we just had one more minute in each of those games, I really feel that we would have won," Nelson said. "We were definitely a second-half team. It always took us an entire half before we were all fully into the game. We always pulled through, but a lot of times, it was just a little too late."

The UCSB team prefers to be called the Black Tide rather than the Gauchos, exemplifying its skills.

"We've had discussions about strategies," Buchanan said. "We've been talking about how to ration out our energy during the games so we don't get tired too quickly. We've also talked about matchups and how we should handle our substitution so everyone can stay fresh."

Winning the national championship will be far from easy for UCSB. The two teams with the best chance to upset the titleholders, the Black Tide and fourth-seed Colorado, have already defeated the Gauchos this season. Santa Barbara has put in countless hours working toward that goal. Now as the Black Tide prepares for the payoff season's worth of sweat and sacrifice, all the work it has put into this campaign seems not in vain.

"Winning the national championship would be a great accomplishment," senior co-captain Nick Fike said. "That's a high you ride for a whole year."